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ABSTRACT: A series of triaxial tests has been carried out to determine the mechanical properties and dissociation characteristics of
sands with fines containing methane hydrate, using an innovative high pressure apparatus which has been developed to reproduce the
in-situ conditions expected during proposed methane extraction methods. It was found that the strength of MH sand increased with
MH saturation due to particle bonding and that the bonding effect was particularly dependent on the grain size of the host sand. A
high pressure and low temperature plane strain testing apparatus was also developed for visualizing the deformation of methane
hydrate bearing sand due to methane hydrate production. Using this testing apparatus, plane strain compression and methane hydrate
dissociation by depressurization tests were performed with the measurement of localized deformation.
RÉSUMÉ: Une série d'essais triaxiaux ont été effectués pour déterminer les propriétés mécaniques et les caractéristiques de
dissociation des sables avec des fines contenant du hydrate de méthane (MH), en utilisant un appareil innovant de haute pression qui
a été développé pour reproduire les conditions in-situ attendues pour des méthodes proposées d'extraction du méthane. Il a été
constaté que la résistance du sable avec MH augmente avec la saturation du MH due au collage des particules et que l'effet de collage
est particulièrement dépendant de la granulométrie du sable. Un appareil d'essai à haute pression et basse température en contraintes
planes a aussi été développé pour la visualisation de la déformation du sable contenant des hydrates de méthane grâce à la production
de méthane hydraté. En utilisant cet appareil, des essais de compression en contraintes planes et de dissociation des hydrates de
méthane par dépressurisation ont été effectués avec la mesure de la déformation locale.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been much research into Methane
Hydrate (referred to as MH hereafter) in the deep seabed as a
developable material. In Japan, an MH rich layer was found in
the Nankai Trough and production tests will be performed from
2013 (MH21 Research Consortium, 2012). MH in the deep sea
bed can exist at certain water pressure and temperature
conditions. It exists in the pore space of the sand, bonding the
sand particles. The MH rich layer is located around 100m-300m
from the seabed, in deep seas with depths of over 1000m. As
MH exists in uncemented sand sediments, there are many
geotechnical-engineering related problems in order to confirm
the stability of the production well and the grounds in its
vicinity (Yamamoto. K. 2009). Hyodo, et al. (2008) developed
temperature-controlled high-stress triaxial compression testing
apparatus, and used this to perform a series of shear tests on not
only undisturbed MH bearing sand samples from Nankai
Trough, but also artificially produced MH in Toyoura sand to
investigate the variation of shear strength due to cementation of
MH. In this study, specimens of sand with fines were prepared
to simulate the sediments in Nankai Trough and MH was
produced with various degree of MH saturation in the
specimens. A series of triaxial tests was performed and a newly
developed high-stress plane strain shear testing apparatus with
an observation window was used to investigate the global and
local deformation of MH bearing sand.

Figure 1 Grain size distribution curves (Nankai trough and
artificial samples)

Figure 1. The sediments in Nankai Trough`s seabed soil
constitute turbidite and show stratified layers with wide grain
distribution curves, with contents ranging from sand to clay.
The grain size distribution for the MH rich layer in Nankai
Trough is shown in grey; it is mostly sand with fines content. In
order to simulate the grain size distribution and minerals of this
layer, silica sand, kaolin and mica were mixed and four kinds of
simulated sands Ta, Tb, Tc, Td were prepared as host sands. The
fines content increases in order of Tb, Ta, Tc, Td and the mean
particle size decreases in order of Ta, Tb, Tc, Td.
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2 MATERIALS USED IN EXPERIMENTS
Grain size distribution curves for samples from Nankai Trough
and the simulation materials prepared in this study are shown in
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4 SHEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF MH BEARING SANDS
BY HIGH-STRESS PLANE STRAIN SHEAR TESTING
An overview of the testing equipment (Yoneda et al. 2011) is
shown in Figure 6. This apparatus can control temperatures and
pressures equivalent to an MH reservoir in deep seabeds.
Additionally, observation windows are installed in front of and
behind the specimen in order to allow the local deformation of
the specimen during shear tests to be measured. The specimen is
a cuboid with 80mm width, 60mm thickness and 160mm height.
A 5mmｘ5mm mesh was drawn on the membrane in front of
the observation window. The observation was performed using
a digital camera(g), which took pictures according to a timer
controlled by a remote system. An LED(h) was installed to
brighten the pressure cell(i), which allowed the specimen(e) to
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Production of MH bearing sands and their shear tests were
conducted using the temperature-controlled high-stress triaxial
testing apparatus (Hyodo, et al.2008). For the simulation
material, MH was formed in these host sands with 50%, 30%
and 0% degree of MH saturation. From the results of density
tests on natural cores from Nankai Trough, the porosities of the
simulation materials were set as n=40% and 45%. In this paper,
only the results of n=45% are presented. The method of
formation of MH in the simulation materials is as follows.
Firstly, an initial water content equivalent to the desired degree
of MH saturation was prepared and then an unsaturated
specimen, with diameter 30mm and height 60mm, was made
using tamping to a given density. Next, the specimen was set in
the cell of the apparatus and methane gas was injected into the
specimen for 24hr at 10MPa pore water pressure, 13MPa cell
pressure and at a temperature of 5℃ to form the MH. After
stopping the methane gas injection and confirming the
formation of MH, the specimen was filled with pure water in
order to saturate it. A given effective stress was then applied
and shear tests were performed under drained conditions with a
rate of shear of 0.1%/min. After the shear test, the pore pressure
was decreased to a level outside of the MH stability boundary in
order to dissociate the MH which had been produced. The
quantity of MH was measured and the degree of MH saturation
was calculated by this amount of dissociated gas. The triaxial
test results for host sands Ta, Tb, Tc and Td with an initial
porosity of n =45%, under an effective confining stress of
1MPa, 3MPa and 5MPa are presented in Figure 2. In the figure,
the initial stiffness and residual strength slightly decreases with
increasing fines content, however there is no marked difference.
Volumetric strain induced by shear appears on the contractive
side and increases with increasing fines content and confining
stress. Figure 3 shows the variation of the secant modulus at 1%
axial strain against fines content for each material with each
confining stress. It can be seen that there is a trend for the secant
modulus to decrease with increasing fines content at all
confining stresses. However, this is not true for Ta and Tb, due
to the effect of their mean particle size. Fig.4(a)-(c) show the
shear testing results for MH bearing sands by using Ta, Tb and
Tc as host sands. Tests were performed at a porosity of n =45%
with effective confining stress of 1MPa at various degrees of
MH saturation. From the figures it can be observed that initial
stiffness and peak residual strengths increased as the degree of
MH saturation increased. Corresponding volumetric strain
increases and behaves in a more dilative manner with increasing
degrees of MH saturation. In Figure 5, the difference between
the peak strength of MH bearing sand and the strengths of the
host sands, at an axial strain corresponding to the peak value of
MH bearing sand, are normalized by effective confining stress
and then plotted against the degree of MH saturation. It can be
observed that the strength increased rapidly when the degree of
MH saturation passed 30%, and the rate of increase decreases in
order of Ta, Tb and Tc. It is therefore obvious that the grain size
distribution affects the cementation effect of MH.
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Figure 6 Schematic overview of the high pressure plane strain
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be observed. Local deformation analysis was performed by
observing the cross-points of the mesh during shear tests and
using this data in PIV analysis. Thermocouples(k,l) were
installed at 60mm and 30mm from the bottom of the specimen
in order to measure the variation of the temperature during the
dissociation of MH. Tc and Toyoura sand were the materials
used for comparison. Specimens were prepared with water
contents equivalent to given degrees of MH saturation and
tamped in 12 layers to give a porosity of n =45%. Formation of
MH was performed using the same method as in the triaxial
compression tests. The specimens were saturated by filling the
pore water and consolidated at given effective confining stress
and then subjected to shear tests under drained conditions. The
speed of shear was 0.1%/min. Also, in order to understand the
behavior during MH production, MH was dissociated by
decreasing pore water pressure by 7MPa under constant cell
pressure and observing the behavior. After finishing MH
dissociation, the pore water pressure again rises and the
behavior was also investigated. The rate of depressurization
during dissociation of MH and repressurization was
0.5MPa/min. Figure 7 shows the shear test results for Tc and
Toyoura sand with and without MH. A marked increase in the
strength and stiffness due to the cementation of MH are
observed in both specimens. The increments of strength and
initial stiffness for Tc are lower than those of Toyoura sand. The
corresponding volumetric strain exhibits a dilative manner for
MH bearing Toyoura sand, whilst that of Tc shows a contractive
manner during shear. Figure 8 shows the results of the PIV
analysis during shear for the specimens. The upper part of the
figure shows volumetric strain and the bottom part shows shear
strain contour for specimens at 10% axial strain. On the left
hand side there is Tc without MH, then Tc with MH and then
Toyoura sand without and with MH. Clearer shear bands can be
observed in Toyoura sand than in Tc, so the effect of fines on
local deformation can be observed in this figure. The shear band
for Toyoura sand with MH is clearer than that of Toyoura sand
without MH, but there are no clear differences observed
between Tc with and without MH. Next, in order to simulate the
production of MH, pore water pressure was decreased whilst
keeping constant initial shear stress, MH was dissociated and
the deformation behavior of loss of cementation was
investigated. Specimens which had cell pressure 10MPa, pore
water pressure 7MPa and consolidated at effective stress 3MPa
had their pore water pressure decreased by 7MPa. Stress and
temperature conditions were set outside of the MH stability
state line and MH was dissociated. Figures 9 and 10 show
effective stress paths applied to the experiments. In these
figures, only the results for Toyoura sand are shown. Failure
envelopes for Toyoura sand with and without MH are shown by
broken and solid line, respectively. The dissociation tests were
performed in two cases. In Case 1, after the specimens were
isotropically consolidated, depressurization was conducted at a
rate of 0.5MPa/min. Then, repressurization was performed at
the same speed after finishing MH dissociation. These pore
water pressure histories correspond to real production of MH in
recovering pore water pressure after production. In Case 2, after
specimens were isotropically consolidated, initial shear stress
was applied at an amount greater than the host sand but less
than MH bearing sand. Depressurization is then conducted in
the same way as Case 1 and at the same speed. After finishing
MH dissociation, pore water pressure was increased at the same
rate. This test was done to simulate the element in the vicinity
of the production well, where the stress condition is close to
failure. In Figure 10, the specimen failed during repressurization
when the stress path reached the failure line of the host sand. In
Figure 11, the relationship between the temperature and pore
water pressure during the depressurization process is shown. As
can be seen, temperature decreased suddenly when the pore
pressure was decreased to the value of the state boundary curve.
This is due to the temperature absorption phenomena of MH
during dissociation. Also, at a pressure of 3MPa dissociation
and reformation repeats, and when dissociation is complete the
temperature of the specimen rises to room temperature. Figure
12 shows the relationship between the effective stress ratio and
active strain during dissociation tests of MH for Case 2. Point
(a) corresponds to the point before dissociation, where initial
shear stress has been applied. Point (b) corresponds to the point
where pore water pressure was decreased from 10MPa to 3MPa.
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Figure 7 Variation of principal stress difference and volumetric
strain against axial strain for methane hydrate bearing sands
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Figure 8 Volumetric strain and maximum shearing strain contours
at axial strain εa = 10% by PIV analysis
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Point (c) corresponds to the point where
MH is dissociated. Point (d) corresponds to
the point where the specimen failed due to
an increase in pore water pressure
(repressurization). Photo 1 shows the
specimen at each axial strain during Figure
12. In Case 2, the specimen failed during
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a shear band appeared in the specimen and
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stress contour obtained during Photo 1.
From point (a) to (c) the specimen was
consolidated and the volume was
compressed. At (d), volumetric dilation
occurred in the shear band and local
deformation was observed clearly.
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5 CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 12 Relationship between stress ratio
Figure 11 Temperature and pore pressure
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path in depressurization test
and axial strain (Case2)
(3) In plane strain shear tests, Tc and
Toyoura sand as host sands with and
without MH were compared. Due to the existence of MH, initial
stiffness and strength increased in both materials, however the
tendency was more apparent in Toyoura sand compared with
Tc.
(4) The local deformations occurred more clearly in Toyoura
sand, compared with fine material. It also appeared more clearly
when the specimen contained MH.
(5) During depressurization, marked deformation was not
(a)a=3.5% (b)a=4.0% (c)a=7.2% (d)a=12.7%
observed, because of an increase of effective stress. However,
Photo 1 The specimen image at each axial strain(Case2)
after depressurization, repressurization caused the specimen to
fail in the case of high initial shear stress conditions.
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